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Eurozone sovereign yields back to pre-pandemic levels, but the ECB is not done
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The pre-COVID date of 19 February has been used as reference by some members of the ECB’s Governing Council.
Source: UniCredit Research

■

Our Chart of the Week shows that the GDP-weighted eurozone sovereign yield curve has fallen back to the level prevailing
before the pandemic. The improvement has reflected declines in yields across all countries (although BTP yields are still
some 10-15bp higher in most buckets). The GDP-weighted eurozone curve is closely monitored in Frankfurt because it
provides important indications on both the degree of market fragmentation and the overall monetary stance. The decline to
pre-COVID levels represents an important achievement for the ECB and confirms the effectiveness of its pandemic
emergency purchase program (PEPP).

■

However, there are several reasons why the ECB is not anywhere close to finishing its job. First, while the curve is back to
where it was before the shock, GDP is not. By the end of the projection horizon in 2022, the new ECB forecasts predict GDP
about 3½% below the level expected in the December 2019 projections (i.e. the counterfactual in the absence of the pandemic).
This leaves ample spare capacity, which requires further monetary stimulus to push inflation up towards its pre-COVID path.
The slight upward revision to core inflation (now seen at 1.1% in 2022, from the previous forecast of 0.9%) still leaves
underlying price pressure far below what’s needed for the ECB to sustainably lift inflation towards 2%. Second, as fiscal policy
is set to remain firmly expansionary for a long time, the ECB will have to remain in the market with sizeable purchases to
“anchor” yield curves at around current levels while the fiscal boost makes its way through the economy – effectively, yieldcurve control in all but name. Third, the Fed’s recent policy shift raises the likelihood of further USD weakness down the road,
which would endanger the already shallow upward trajectory in eurozone inflation expected by the ECB.

■

The Governing Council did not discuss new stimulus measures yesterday, but Philip Lane’s blog published today seems to
support the view that monetary policy will be loosened further. Mr. Lane notes “it should be abundantly clear that there is no
room for complacency. Inflation remains far below the aim and there has been only partial progress in combating the
negative impact of the pandemic on projected inflation dynamics.” We expect an expansion of the PEPP before the end of
the year, probably by another EUR 500bn through the end of 2021. The announcement might come in December, unless a
shock forces early action.
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